Abstract. -We demonstrate that the pair potential V (r) in one-dimensional systems can be obtained analytically from the pair-distribution function in case of short-ranged interactions. We re-examine the exact statistical mechanics solution and propose a simple procedure for extracting the pair potential and the equation of state from experimentally measured pairdistribution functions. The method is applied to charge-stabilised colloids which are confined to a one-dimensional laser trap.
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The pressure p in the system at a fixed bulk particle number density ρ b is given by
where β = 1/(k B T ) is the inverse temperature, k B Boltzmann's constant, and
with the pair potential V (r). Ω in eq. (1) denotes the derivative of Ω with respect to its argument. In an isotropic system, g(r) is defined through
Here · stands for the thermal average and R k , R j denote the position of the k-th and the j-th particle, respectively. A quantity closely related to g(r) is the one-body density profile ρ (1) (r) = ρ b g(r) of the fluid in the external field exerted by one particle fixed at the origin, r = 0. In the following, we shall concentrate on the latter quantity, which is given by 
We consider a short-ranged pair potential with a hard-core contribution of the form
where σ is the diameter of the particle. One can show that for V sr (r) the integrals in eq. (4) vanish if r < kσ. This allows us to introduce the Heaviside function Θ which leads to
where we have rearranged the factors. For a convenient numerical calculation of ρ (1) (r), we substitute s − βp = it which shifts the integration path onto the real axis. The resulting integral is of the Fourier type. Ω(βp + it), which appears in the integrand, can be rewritten as a Fourier integral according to eq. (2) and we obtain a simple form for ρ (1) (r):
F p denotes a restricted Fourier transformation and F −1 p its inverse, which are given by
In the numerical procedure we solve, in a first step, eq. (1) for the pressure βp. Then we calculate the function q(t) = F p {exp[−βpr − βV sr (r )]/Ω(βp)} using the fast Fourier transformation. We know from eq. (7) that, for the knowledge of ρ (1) (r) for r ≤ r max , only the first n max = r max /σ integrals are required. The sum of the integrands is a geometric sequence and one obtains
Since |q(t)| < 1 for t = 0, it is tempting to take the limit n max → ∞ in eq. (9) . Indeed,
Therefore, the divergence-free expression of eq. (9) for general r reads ρ (1) 
It turns out, however, that this expression is numerically less stable than eq. (9) which avoids the divergence at t = 0 by truncating the sum in eq. (4) .
While the calculation of the exact ρ (1) (r) can be performed easily for arbitrary distance r numerically, it is most instructive to take a closer look at the form of ρ (1) (r) in the interval [0, 2σ] (cf. ref. [7] ), which can be inferred directly from eq. (7) to be
The first equation expresses the core condition. The second identity is very simple due to the fact that in the interval σ ≤ r ≤ 2σ one can find only the next neighbour. This particle feels on the one side the external field V (r) exerted by the fixed particle at r = 0 and on the other side the rest of the system that pushes it toward the origin with the pressure p. Note that eq. (10) constitutes an excellent tool for extracting both the interaction potential and the equation of state directly from measured pair-distribution functions, provided that the range of V sr (r) is below 2σ. In that case, we can employ the exact solution to obtain βp and Ω(βp) from a linear fit to ln(ρ (1) (r)) for r 2σ, where V sr (r) vanishes. Then, V (r) follows directly from eq. (10). In higher dimensions the pair-distribution function at small separations cannot be described in such simple terms because even particles in the first correlation shell can exchange positions. Therefore it becomes more involved to extract the pair potential from the knowledge of the pair-distribution function.
As an aside, we note that the constant Ω(βp) obtained from the fit is connected to the chemical potential μ through βμ = − ln(Ω(βp)). Given that p and μ can be obtained in such a simple way from ρ (1) (r), the method could be applied for an experimental test of the Gibbs-Duhem relation which, at constant temperature, is equivalent to ∂p/∂μ = ρ b . A further interesting implication for experiments arises from the fact that ρ (1) (r) is written as an inverse Fourier transform which allows for a simple calculation of the static structure factor
(1) (r)dr [2] . One finds that S(t) = 1 + 2 Re{q(t)/(1 − q(t))} for the present system. Note, however, that scattering experiments in d = 1 are difficult due to the small number of particles involved leading to low scattering intensities.
For our experimental studies we use a dilute aqueous suspension of electrostatically stabilised, polystyrene spheres with a diameter of σ = 2.9 μm (see fig. 1(a) ). The particles are imaged by means of an inverted microscope and particle positions are recorded by video microscopy [8] . The particle motion is confined to a one-dimensional (1D) optical trap which is created with an optical tweezer. For this purpose, a single laser beam is continuously deflected by a pair of galvanometric mirrors with a frequency f = 330 Hz thus forming a circular line (see fig. 1(b) ). The circle is projected with a microscope objective into the sample cell which consists of two 200 μm spaced, flat glass substrates. The negatively charged particles are forced towards the likely charged lower glass wall by the vertically incident laser tweezer. Therefore the equilibrium position of the particles is typically located about 50 nm above the glass plate. Vertical particle fluctuations are on the order of 5% of the particle diameter. Figure 2 (a) shows the averaged particle density in the presence of a scanning laser focus. As can be seen, the colloids are effectively confined to a 1D toroidal trap with a rather uniform density distribution along the circumference ( fig. 2(a) ). It has been demonstrated by Faucheux et al. [9] that at sufficiently high scanning frequencies the particles experience an effective quasi-static potential. Accordingly, at the scanning frequency used in our experiments, i.e. 330 Hz, the particles are in thermal equilibrium and diffuse freely along the laser trap. From the radial particle distribution we obtain the radial trap potential V radial (R) acting on the colloids ( fig. 2(b) ). When comparing the width of the potential with the particle diameter, it becomes clear that the spheres cannot pass each other and that indeed our experiment is an excellent realisation of a 1D trap. As expected for such systems, the mean-square displacement follows the well-known square-root time dependence which is a unique signature of 1D systems [10] .
In order to vary the line density of particles inside our trap, we performed measurements with N = 45 colloids trapped on circles with different radii R 35.5 μm, 39.0 μm, 42.5 μm and 46.0 μm, respectively. The one-particle density ρ (1) (r) is obtained from the position data of the colloids as a histogram of the distances with the normalisation 1/(NM Δr), where N is the number of colloids in the trap, M the number of evaluated snapshots and Δr the spatial resolution of the histogram. The distances are measured along the circular confinement of the trap. The influence of the finite curvature is negligible because on the range of the particle interaction (approximately 2σ 5.8 μm) the linear particle distance differs from that measured along the circle by less than 0.1%, even for the smallest radius of the trap. Concerning finitesize effects, we remark that the correlation length ξ is below 2σ even for the highest density as we have checked with the exact solution for ρ (1) (r). Given the length of the circular line it is therefore justified to regard the system with periodic boundary conditions as infinite.
Experimentally, ρ b is determined from the value to which the one-particle density ρ (1) (r) converges towards large distances. From the four measurements we find that ρ b 0.202 μm −1 , 0.183 μm −1 , 0.168 μm −1 and 0.155 μm −1 . In order to verify the short range of the particle interaction, we confirm that for the different measurements ln(ρ (1) (r)) displays linear behaviour at least on the last μm of the interval [σ, 2σ] . As an example, we show ln(ρ (1) (r)) for ρ b 0.202 μm −1 in fig. 3(a) . For each density, this linearisation yields the osmotic pressure βp of the colloids and the constant Ω(βp). Equation (10) can then be inverted directly to obtain unambiguously V (r), as shown in fig. 3(b) . The potentials from the four measurements agree quite well. Only the results for ρ b 0.155 μm −1 which was the last measurement shows slight deviations. This is most likely due to the slow increase of airborne ions in the solvent during the measurement.
We aim at finding a single pair potential that describes all measurements. This would enable us to calculate the equation of state and the one-particle density for any given bulk density ρ b . The interaction of charged spherical colloids in a bulk solution (for a review see [11] ) has been described by various approaches which are valid in different regimes [12] [13] [14] . According to Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory [13] , the interaction of two charge-stabilised colloids can be described through a screened Coulomb potential:
where B 7Å is the Bjerrum length in water at room temperature. The Debye screening length κ −1 and the normalised surface potential φ are characteristic for the solvent and the colloidal particles.
The best fit of V DLVO (r) to the averaged pair potential from the four measurements is obtained for κ −1 244 nm and φ 0.174, and is in good agreement with the experimental data (see full lines and circles in fig. 3(b) ). The effective charge of the colloids can be obtained as [15] . For our data, we obtain Z eff 2500 which is in good agreement with the result of an independent measurement (Z eff 2250) where the pair potential was obtained from g(r) by inversion of the Ornstein-Zernike equation in d = 2 [16] .
Using the fitted pair potential V DLVO (r), we can now calculate the equation of state and the one-particle density ρ (1) (r) for arbitrary values of ρ b as described previously. The results for the pair-distribution function g(r) = ρ (1) (r)/ρ b are shown in fig. 4(a) . The analytical curves are in very good agreement with the experimental data. We have marked the interval [σ, 2σ] to emphasise that only experimental data from this interval have been used for determining the common pair potential and hence the analytical curves for the whole function g(r).
The result for the equation of state is shown in fig. 4(b) . As a consistency check, we show the results for βp as obtained from the four measurements through eq. (10) . Finally, we compare results for a system with DLVO interaction to that of a hard-sphere system, which corresponds to V (r) ≡ 0 in eq. (5). The equation of state follows from eq. (1): βp = ρ b /(1 − σρ b ). If we consider σ of the hard-sphere system as a free parameter, this equation can be fitted to the equation of state previously obtained, yielding an effective diameter σ eff 3.76 μm. From the bulk properties, the investigated colloidal system can hardly be distinguished from the effective hard-sphere system in a wide range of ρ b (see fig. 4(b) ). When local properties are required, it turns out that the description through a hard-sphere system leads to results that differ significantly from the experimental findings, as can be seen from fig. 4(c) . The mapping onto an effective hard-sphere system has been carried out previously for charge-stabilised colloids in two dimensions [17] with qualitatively similar agreement.
In conclusion, we have introduced eq. (10), which is part of the exact statistical mechanics solution of the one-dimensional system where only next neighbours interact, as an excellent tool for extracting the pair potential V (r) and the pressure βp (hence the equation of state) from experimentally measured pair-distribution functions g(r), provided V (r) is short ranged. We have applied the method to colloids confined to a one-dimensional laser trap and find good agreement between the experiment and the exact solution assuming the pair interactions to be of the DLVO type.
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